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CRH’s strategic vision is clear and consistent – be a
responsible international leader in building materials
delivering superior performance and growth.
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CRH AT A GLANCE1
CRH is an international diversified building materials group with operations in 35 countries, which employed
approximately 80,000 people at over 3,700 locations in 2009. The company manufactures and distributes building
material products from the fundamentals of heavy materials and elements to construct the frame, through exterior
products that complete the building envelope, to distribution channels which service construction.

Key Financial and Human Rights Figures 20092
Sales
EBITBA
Operating Profit (EBIT)
Profit before Tax
Operating Cashflow
Palestinians living in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza
(just 22% of the land of the original land of Palestine)
Palestinians killed during Operation Cast Lead in Gaza
Palestinians living under siege in Gaza as a result of Israel’s illegal
blockade
Palestinian refugees worldwide who are denied their Right to
Return by Israel in disregard of UN General Assembly Resolution
194
Illegal settlers living in colony settlements in Occupied Palestinian
Territories
Palestinians made homeless by Israeli home demolitions
Palestinians who will have lost land when the illegal apartheid
3
Wall is completed
Km of illegal apartheid settler only roads constructed in 2009 (total
is approx 250 km)
Km of illegal apartheid Wall constructed
(Total length will be 725km). 85% of the route of The Wall is deep
inside Palestinian land
% of land in Area C (60% of West Bank) on which Palestinian
development is allowed by Israel
Number of checkpoints, roadblocks, barriers in the West Bank
(average)
Number of illegal colony settlements constructed by Israel in
Occupied Palestinian Territory in 2009

Million (Euro)
17,373
1,803
955
732
1,160
People (Men,
children)
4,000,000

-17%
-32%
-48%
-55%
+103%
women

and

1,400
1,500,000
5,000,000
500,000
144,000
90,000
Land
49 km roads, 43
tunnels/underpasses
413km constructed

km

of

1%
Settlements,
barriers
550

checkpoints,

149 illegal settlements
100 illegal outposts

1

Information on CRH from CRH Annual Report, 2009
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Facts and figures on Palestine from UN Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), in the occupied
Palestinian Territory, February 2010, Humanitarian Overview
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The Wall is being built by Israel around the West Bank imprisoning Palestinians who live within its confines. In 2004, the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled that the Wall was in violation with international law and that its construction be
stopped.

http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/index.php?pr=71&code=mwp&p1=3&p2=4&p3=6&case=131&k=5a
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Chairman’s Statement

Profitability and Earnings
2009
posed
exceptionally
difficult operating challenges for
CRH. Demand levels were
severely
impacted
by
weakened economic activity
and by the most extreme winter
for many years across our
major markets of Europe and
North America. CRH Group
Sales in 2009 were over €17
billion down 17% on 2008, with
pre-tax profit €732m, down
55% in 2009. After providing for
tax, Group profit for the
financial year amounted to
4
€598 million .
Development Activity
President
Obama
was
inaugurated in the White House
in January 2009, barely 2
weeks after Israel’s massive
assault by land, air and sea on
the 1.5m people trapped in
Gaza. This resulted in the
death
of
over
1,400
Palestinians, (including 400
women and children), as
against 13 Israelis (including 3
civilians) killed. Over 15,000
homes sustained sufficient
damage to displace 100,000
Palestinians during the intense
conflict. 2,870 homes still need
major repair; 3,540 need
complete
rebuilding,
while
52,900 have minor damage.
Add to that the destruction of
the
water
and
sewage
treatment
works,
schools,
hospitals, power stations, police
stations and infrastructure.
Nesher Cement Enterprises
Cement is one of the key
building materials desperately
4

CRH Annual report 2009
http://www.crh.ie
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required for re-building. Our
subsidiary, Nesher Cement
Enterprises is ideally placed to
capture the lion’s share of this
market once the situation is
5
stabilised . In 2008 alone,
200,000 tonnes of cement was
imported into Gaza and this fell
well short of its actual
requirements mainly due to the
illegal Israeli blockade of the
civilians of Gaza. Unfortunately
Israel has not allowed any
cement into Gaza in the 16
months since.
Loss of earnings due to
global divestment campaign
During the year as the world
markets
deteriorated
CRH
activities in Israel came into
focus
when
the
IrelandPalestine Solidarity Campaign
(IPSC) initiated a public
awareness
campaign
to
highlight our relationship with
Mashav
Initiative
and
Development
Ltd.
This
relationship
had
been
previously raised by both the
IPSC
and
Amnesty
International in 2004, the year
the International Criminal Court
ruled that the apartheid wall
and colonial settlements were
illegal.
Criticism
of
the
company’s ethical behaviour
was deflected at the time.
Litigation
There is the possibility of legal
action
being
taken
by
undisclosed
individuals
or
organisations due to CRH’s
perceived failure to comply with
International law due to group’s
awareness of, proximity to, and
the financial benefit being

5

Nesher cement Enterprises
ltd. http;///www.nesher.co.il

derived from the construction
activities in occupied Palestine.
It is some comfort to CRH that
Israel has not ratified the
International Criminal Court
therefore the ICC cannot
prosecute crimes conducted by
individual business people
within
the
territory
and
jurisdiction of Israel (including
Palestine). However, it would
be prudent to take a closer look
at the various mechanisms
whereby the group could be
subjected to a legal action simply because there is no
court or other mechanism does
not mean that there is no law to
break, or that there are no
consequences to breaking it.
There is the real risk of
individuals within the group
being
brought
to
courts
anywhere in the world for War
Crimes or Crimes against
Humanity under “universal
jurisdiction”. There is also the
risk of the Group being sued
anywhere in the world by
victims of the alleged breaches,
either
in
cases
where
international law is explicitly
being tested, or in a tort case
where a breach of international
law may constitute a wrongful
act. Also we need to take
cognisance
of
activities
breaching EU, Irish or other
trade and investment directives,
guidelines or laws that refer to
International Human Rights or
Humanitarian Law. In addition
of concern to the company is
that even legal activity in
support of an army could make
company property and staff
legitimate
targets
under
Humanitarian Law if there was
a situation of internal armed
conflict. Illegal activity could
provide evidence to legitimise
such targeting. The Directors
must also take account of our
responsibilities
to
our
shareholders and not be

CRH is a diversified building materials group which, through its investment in the Israeli
company Mashav, is deriving profits and therefore benefiting from the occupation of
Palestine and is complicit in the human rights abuses of the Palestinian people.
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involved in any activity that
might result in a highly
damaging and costly court case
in Ireland or beyond.
It would seem that the activities
of Nesher Cement Enterprises,
providing an essential raw
material in the knowledge that it
is being used to breach the law,
constitute complicity. CRH’s
responsibility
for
Nesher’s
actions could take the form of
directing them in their actions,
or of complicity, by providing
essential financial investment in
the knowledge that it is being
used illegally.
Breaches of
International Law could have
severe repercussions for a
company either at present, or
more particularly in the future if
new
mechanisms
are
established.

Conclusion:
Re-Evaluation of our
activities in Israel/Palestine?
The overall trading outlook for
2010 remains challenging given
forecasts for a slow pace of
recovery from the global
recession and the lag effect for
recovery
in
construction
markets. There are great
opportunities to expand into
Gaza if they were not being
frustrated by the total blockade
imposed by Israel.
If the rapid expansion of the
illegal
settlements
and
infrastructure
in
occupied
Palestine is allowed to proceed
at the phenomenal rate it has
maintained over the last ten
years the group is well
positioned to continue to profit
from the construction boom.
However the group must now
re-evaluate
its
business
activities in Israel as there can
be no doubt that the Articles of

the United Nations’ Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
which we are committed to,
along with the other significant
international laws, treaties,
norms and guidelines referred
to above are fully applicable to
CRH and our subsidiaries.
Against this background our
attention must now be focussed
strongly on ensuring that our
businesses are built on well
established universal human
rights criteria and going forward
the group must bring significant
pressure to bear on our
subsidiaries to comply with
international law. We must
demand the highest moral and
ethical standards and if they
continue to violate international
law then we will have no option
but to withdraw our support.
2010 may be the year when
CRH divests from Mashav
Initiative and Development
Ltd.

CRH ‘Alternative’ Annual Report 2009
Ireland-Palestine Solidarity Campaign
5 May 2010
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Europe Materials-Palestine’s Loss

Europe Region comprises Europe, central
and eastern Europe, Turkey, China and
India. There is one other country which we
minimise mention of wherever possible as
we would prefer to keep its operations out
of the limelight due to political sensitivities:
Israel.

Photo: Nesher cement used in construction of illegal
settlements, such as Har Homa, near Bethlehem.
Who Profits from the Occupation. www.whoprofts.org

CRH and its involvement in Israel and occupied Palestine
Construction of the illegal Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territories continued in 2009 – over 413 km of the 725 km have
been constructed to date.
CRH subsidiary Mashav Initiative and Development Ltd wholly owns Nesher Cement Enterprises Ltd.
Nesher Cement Enterprises Ltd is Israel’s sole cement producer.
Nesher supplies approximately 75-90% of all cement sold in Israel and occupied Palestine.
Nesher cement is being used in the construction of the illegal Separation wall, the Jerusalem Light Railway project, the illegal
colonial settlements and the network of apartheid settler-only roads, underpasses, bridges and tunnels in occupied Palestine.
Nesher own 50% Taavura Holdings who among other activities are involved in haulage and transportation of construction
materials.
Taavura through Tastit Construction Machinery are the sole importers of Liebherr heavy equiptment.
Liebherr heavy machinery is being used to demolish the homes of Palestinians and the destruction of olive groves and farms to
facilitate the continued ethnic clensing of Palestinians and the expansion of Israel’s colonial project in occupied Palestine.

Our Israeli subsidiary Mashav Initiative and Development Ltd wholly owns Nesher Cement
Enterprises Ltd.
Nesher Israel Cement Enterprises Ltd, with facilities in Haifa, Har-Tuv and Ramle Ramla, has the capacity to produce up
to 8 million tonnes of cement annually which will allow the company to continue to provide the lion’s share of cement to
meet the increasing demand in the home market and expanding markets in occupied Palestine.
Nesher, which means eagle in Hebrew, was named after the majestic eagles which once roamed the skies over
Palestine. Now the eagle is immortalised as the company’s proud logo, and while not so visible in the skies anymore, it is
widely visible on the bags of cement, stacked high in pallets, in every burgeoning illegal settlement in occupied
Palestine.
Nesher Cement is used to construct the apartheid infrastructure in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, including the
Wall,
road
networks
and
illegal
settlements
such
as
Har
Homa
(pictured).
(http://www.amnesty.ie/user/content/view/full/1624)
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Settlement Expansion in Occupied Palestine

Israel’s policy of settlement
expansion in occupied
Palestine was severely
criticised by the incoming
Obama administration which
demanded an end to all
settlement-building in occupied
land. During the course of the
following 12 months this
demand was watered down to a
temporary freeze which
excluded annexed East
Jerusalem. There the frenzy of
demolitions of Palestinian
homes and settlement-building,
the new light railway, the
apartheid infrastructure of Jewonly bypass roads, bridges,

tunnels, the ongoing
construction of the illegal
apartheid Wall has continued
unabated. There are now over
500,000 settlers living in the
Occupied Palestinian
Territories, despite the fact that
it illegal for an occupying power
to colonise land under its
occupation.
Colonial settlements have been
a feature of Zionism since the
th
end of the 19 century. By
continuing to facilitate the
movement of Jewish settlers
into the West Bank and East
Jerusalem, Israel is in breach of
th
the 4 Geneva Convention.

Israel has refused to implement
UN Security Council resolutions
demanding that settlementsbuilding cease and that existing
settlements be removed.
Settlements are effectively
colonies built on Palestinian
land and are fully serviced and
protected by Israel’s army.

Photo:
Har Homa/Abu Ghneim
illegal settlement near
Bethlehem in the West Bank
– before and after.
(Applied Research Institute
Jerusalem)
CRH subsidiaries in Israel
are directly involved in the
illegal settlement industry.
http://www.poica.org/editor/
case_studies/view.php?recor
dID=1207
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The Wall has been deemed illegal by the International Court of Justice (ICJ)

In its 2004 Advisory Opinion, the ICJ ruled that Israel’s construction of the wall in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories (OPT), including in an around East Jerusalem, is contrary to international law and that Israel is obliged
6
to cease all construction, to dismantle the Wall and to make reparation for all damage caused by its construction.
The Wall is a primary means of land theft and snakes through Palestinian land, cutting deep into the occupied
West Bank to annex land and vital water resources. Together with the settlements, military zones, ditches and
bypass roads, it will de facto annex nearly 50% of West Bank land, and divides the territory into six ghettos.

Israel has so far ignored the 2004 ICJ opinion and related UN resolutions. The construction of the Wall is ongoing, with
some 413 km of the total length of 725 km having been completed so far.
The International Court of Justice advisory opinion on 9 July 2004 confirming the illegality of the Wall further binds all
states not to recognize the illegal situation created by the Wall or to render aid or assistance in maintaining it. All
States Parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention are obliged to ensure Israel complies with international humanitarian
law. This lays clear obligations on international states and actors, including companies involved in the construction of
the Wall.

Photo: The route of the illegal Wall runs deep
inside Palestinian land. (Alternative Information
Centre).

6

International Criminal Court, ‘Sumary Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory’ 2004 July 9
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Corporate Social Responsibility

CRH’s CSR Strategy
CSR embraces four aspects of CRH’s business,
namely corporate governance, environmental
management and climate change, health and safety
management and social performance. In each of
these areas, CRH has clearly defined Group
policies, objectives, implementation programmes,
review procedures and reporting mechanisms.

What principles of corporate and social
responsibility guide us in our business
dealings?

Veolia is currently involved in several projects in the
same sphere as CRH in Israel and occupied

CRH is ‘committed to ethically and responsibly
managing all aspects of its operations relating to
employees, customers, neighbours and local
communities, shareholders and other stakeholders’
and is ‘ committed to the highest standards of
7
corporate governance’.

Palestine where it operate a settler-only bus service
between Israel and illegal settlements. It is part of a
consortium constructing a light rail linking west
Jerusalem to the illegal settlements in occupied
Palestine and it also operate a land fill in the Jordan
valley, occupied Palestine.

8

In our Code of Business Conduct (2008) we affirm
that we adhere to the highest standards of corporate
and social responsibility and that we:
•
•
•

Consider human rights implications where
applicable in investment decisions
Support the principles of the United
Nations Declaration of Human Rights
Respect the protection of Human Rights
within our areas of influence

Corporate Governance
The Board and Management of CRH continue to be
committed to achieving the highest standards of
Corporate Governance and ethical business
conduct and are satisfied that appropriate systems
of internal control are in place throughout the Group.
During 2009 the global solidarity movement in
support of Palestinian human rights has gone from
strength to strength and increasingly transnational
corporations deemed to be complicit in human rights
abuses have come under intense scrutiny.

Divestment Campaign - Veolia
Veolia, the French multinational corporation which
provides waste, water, energy and transport to the
global market has become the focus of an
international divestment campaign.

7
8
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Since the commencement of the divestment
campaign Veolia has lost very significant contracts
in Melbourne, Stockholm and Tehran. The
Norwegian national pension fund also excluded
Veolia from the fund. Closer to home both Galway
and Sligo County Councils have passed resolutions
not to enter any contract with it. A legal case is
being taken against Veolia in France.

Divestment Campaign against CRH gathers
momentum
Over the past seven years, CRH has been a target
of international calls for divestment from companies
facilitating and benefiting from Israel's policies and
actions. In June 2009, volunteers with "Project
Clean Hands", an ad hoc coalition of Irish nongovernmental organizations pressuring CRH,
investigated the use of Nesher Cement products in
Israel's building of settlements and the wall in the
OPT. Project Clean Hands documented Nesher
products being used in the construction of housing,
schools, synagogues and infrastructure in the
occupied West Bank, including the light rail project
illegally being built and operated in East Jerusalem.
These findings build on previous reports by
Amnesty International and the US-based United
Methodist Church.
In 2003, Amnesty International Ireland publicly
stated that "CRH, through its subsidiaries Mashav
and Nesher Cement, is likely to be providing the raw
material" for Israel's wall being built on occupied

http://www.crh.ie/crhcorp/responsibility/sr/

http://www.crh.ie/crhcorp/about/employeescode/
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West Bank land. illegal settlements such as Har
9
Homa (pictured) .
In 2005 the investment committee of the Church of
Ireland’s representative church body wrote to us
raising the church’s concerns about the construction
of the illegal wall and infrastructure. Apparently they
10
were set to sell €5m of shares in CRH. The move
followed the adoption of a report by the Anglican
consultative council (ACC) earlier in the year which
recommended a review of investments in
companies connected with the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict. By 2008 the church was still holding on to
its 540,000 shares and seems to be holding firm,
thankfully.

These are worrying trends that CRH must prepare
for going forward. There is a greater demand from
both consumers for ethical pension funds and
serious consideration is being given by the Irish
government to establishing ethical criteria for its
national pension reserve fund. The NPRF contains
967,055 shares in CRH which was valued at Euro
17,465,013 and this represented 0.11% of the total
13
CRH's value at the end of 2008.

The United Methodist Church called for divestment
from companies that significantly supported the
Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip
11
in 2005.
In 2007 the Divestment Task Force of the New
England Conference of the United Methodist Church
in the US raised serious issues with CRH directly
and formally asked the company to terminate its
involvement in any actions or companies that
support the Israeli occupation of Palestinian
12
territories.
At the time, the CRH response was that we were
only a minority shareholder and that we were fully
committed to Corporate Social Responsibility. We
noted that ‘our strategic vision was to be a
responsible international leader in construction
materials that delivers superior performance and
growth to shareholders’.
We also threw in the old line that Nesher Cement
are not the only cement producer in the region and
that local laws forbade the company from
discrimination between customers.
Unfortunately the Church body did not buy this line
and reminded us of the ICJ ruling. ‘Unless we are to
believe that Israel bypasses the sole producer of
cement in its own country in securing vendors for
these structures, we believe that CRH profits from
these elements of occupation’. Regrettably they
subsequently advised their Church membership not
to invest in our company.

9

Photo: Nesher Cement is being used to construct the
settler only light rail system ‘Jerusalem Light Rail
Project’. www.projectcleanhands.wordpress.com

http://www.amnesty.ie/user/content/view/full/16
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(Enda Leahy, ‘Church to sell €5m ‘tainted’ shares’
The Sunday Times, 2005 September 18
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/ireland/
article567937.ece
11

http://www.umc.org/site/c.gjJTJbMUIuE/b.886089/
k.A105/Two_United_Methodist_gatherings_urge
_selective_divestment_from_Israel.htm
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www.neumc.org/divest
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http://www.nprf.ie/Publications/AnnualReport2008.
pdf
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Business and Human Rights?
Our operations in Israel have created a difficult
issue for us in relation to the balance between the
human rights of the Palestinian people and
corporate profit, at whatever cost.
There are several important internationally accepted
frameworks and guidelines for transnational
corporations with regard to business enterprises
and Human Rights.
The are three key criteria, consistent in the
guidelines, which transnational businesses are
encouraged to adhere to:
•
•
•

Respect all UN treaties and International
Law
Support and respect Human Rights within
their sphere of influence
Not be complicit in human rights abuses

John Ruggie, the Special Representative of the UN
Secretary-General (SRSG) on the issue of human
rights and transnational corporations and other
business enterprises recognises that most
Corporate Social Responsibility is entirely ineffective
when considering human rights impacts. The UN
published new guidelines (Protect, Respect and
Remedy: a Framework for Business and Human
14
Rights (2008)),
which have been fully supported
by the EU.

Israel’s occupation of Palestine contravenes many
international laws and treaties:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The Hague Convention Articles 46, 55
The Fourth Geneva Convention 1948
Articles 3, 32, 33, 39, 49, 53, 64,146, 147,
Protocols 50, 51
The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights 1948
United Nations Resolutions (more than 28
resolutions including 242, 446, 465, 468,
469, 478, 476, 484)
International Court of Justice ruling on the
illegality of the Separation wall 2004
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR)
International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
Many other UN Charters, Conventions and
Covenants

Even worse is the fact that some of these breaches
constitute War Crimes and/or Crimes against
Humanity.

These guidelines ask us to consider whether and
how the CRH might contribute to human rights
abuses through the group’s relationships with our
business partners Mashav, entities in its supply
chain such as Nesher Cement, Taavura and
Liebherr, and State agents such as the Israeli army
which enforces the illegal occupation of Palestine.
In “conflict-affected areas” such as occupied
Palestine, Ruggie has asserted that corporations
should take into account
international humanitarian law and policies. This
creates a particular difficulty for CRH plc. For the
last 8 years we have successfully profited from the
massive building boom associated with Israel’s
occupation of Palestine. The construction of illegal
settlements
and
theor
infrastructure,
the
construction of the apartheid wall and other
instruments of the occupation, have given rise to a
massive increase in cement sales and contributed
significantly to our annual profit.

Photo: Palestinian olive groves being destroyed by
Liebherrs heavy machinery imported by Taavura
Holdings (through Tastit Construction Machinery).
CRH subsidiary Nesher Cement Enterprises owns
50% of Taavura Holdings. heavy machinery is

being used to demolish the homes of

Unfortunately it is becoming more difficult to ignore
International Humanitarian Law and International
Human Rights Law. We have been made aware that
14

http://198.170.85.29/Ruggie-protect-respectremedy-framework.pdf
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CRH Shareholders-Questions and
Answers
Q: How do international laws impact on our
group? Isn’t our prime responsibility to our
shareholders to ensure that we are operating a
profitable business seeking the best returns for
our shareholders?
Yes. Our prime responsibility is to our shareholders
to ensure that the company continues to expand
and develop. However, we must ensure that we
operate our businesses within the rule of
international law. We are aware that individual
business people have been brought to court for War
Crimes or Crimes against Humanity under
“universal jurisdiction”. We are also aware that
corporations have been sued by victims of the
alleged breaches of international law. A tarnishing of
our reputation for breaking our declared
commitment to “comply, at a minimum, with all
applicable legislation and to ensure that our social
stewardship moves towards industry best practice”
would not be in the best interest of the company.
Q: Doesn’t Israel’s competition laws forbid us to
discriminate among customers?
No. As Israel is a High Contracting Party to the key
international
treaties
then
International
Humanitarian and Human Rights Law take
precedence over all national laws. With this in mind
CRH and their subsidiaries are obliged to refuse to
supply materials or services which may be used to
commit violations of international human rights or
humanitarian law.
Q: If we decided that selling cement to
companies carrying out illegal activities was
contrary to international law and decided to
divest from the company then would other
companies not just step in and reap the benefit?
Yes. However the benefit from divestment would
outweigh the loss of profit. If we are to be true to our
stated ethical principles then we have no option but
to divest. If we do not divest the damage to our
reputation could have a significant impact on our
reputation and subsequently our share value. There
is a growing risk of investors divesting from CRH
and especially the large investors such as national
pension schemes (in Ireland the NPRF), church,
trade unions and other financial institutions that are
increasingly subjecting their investments to ethical
criteria standards. Suspicion of illegality would be
one of the primary reasons for divestment which we
as a company cannot afford.
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Photo:
Alternative Information
construction of the illegal Wall

Centre

–

Q: How likely is it that our subsidiary Nesher
Cement Enterprise is being used to build the
thousands of illegal settlements, the 460km wall
and 800km of settler only bypass roads? Surely
there are many cement producers in Israel and
the middle east?
This is the double-edged sword and our dilemma:
profit v human rights. We purchased Nesher
Cement Enterprise in 2001 knowing that it was
Israel’s sole cement producer which supplies the
‘Lion’s share’ (up to 90%) of all cement sold in
Israel. The rapid expansion of illegal settlementbuilding, since Oslo Peace Agreement in 1993, and
the bonus of the construction of the apartheid Wall
in 2002, led to a boom in building in Israel and
occupied Palestine. Israel’s population was
expanding by about 1.5% but the illegal settlements
15
were expanding by 4-6%.
When the International Court of Justice rule that the
16
wall and settlements were illegal in 2004 , it
caused us some uncomfortable moments. We
claimed ignorance, stating that we only have " a
minority stake" in Mashav and our subsidiary
Nesher Cement Enterprises "supplies cement, a
commodity raw material product widely available.…
and that Nesher "is not involved in the manufacture
of concrete or concrete products. . . and has no
involvement with this project". We also stated that
we cannot guarantee that Nesher was not selling
cement to construction companies building the
illegal wall, but when Amnesty International pushed
us into a corner we confirmed that ‘in all probability’
it is.

15

www.palestinemonitor.orgs/pip/spip.php?article4

16

International Court of Justice: Legal
Consequences of the Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion of 9
July, para 137.
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Q: What steps should we take to align our
company with best international practice?
There can be no doubt that the Articles of the United
Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
which we are committed to, along with the other
significant international laws, treaties, norms and
guidelines referred to above are fully applicable to
CRH and our subsidiaries. We must now bring
pressure on our subsidiaries and demand that they
cease their illegal activities and if they refuse and
continue to violate international law then we will
have no option but to divest from Mashav Imitative
and Development Ltd.

Life for Palestinians behind the illegal Wall
(Photos – Alternative Information Centre.
www.alternativenews.org)

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
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Outlook 2010
CRH strategy in 2010 is to sustain and grow an
ethically based geographically diversified business
with exposure to all segments of construction
demand with the exception of regions where our
interests conflict with international Humanitarian and
Human Rights Law. This will enable CRH to achieve
its strategic vision to “be a responsible international
leader in building materials delivering superior
performance and growth”.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

In delivering this strategy, CRH will develop our
human rights policy, assess the human rights
impacts of our group’s activities and integrate those
values and findings into our corporate culture and
management systems.
This approach will enable CRH to build a
sustainable and ethical business model that can
deliver superior performance and growth through
the business cycle.
CRH’s strategic focus in 2010 is to continue to
reinvest in its established platforms for operational
efficiency, product quality and customer service,
and divest from businesses that are implicated in
human rights abuses.
In many of its regions and in Israel in particular,
CRH’s diverse business base is uniquely positioned
to provide a lead in the area of human rights and
respect for international law.
Divesting Dividend-Peace in Palestine
CRH has a strong dividend history delivering 24
consecutive years of dividend growth. However the
Board is asking its shareholders to consider an
alternative
dividend
in
2010:
peace
in
Palestine/Israel. Divesting from Mashav Initiating
and Development Ltd is both moral and effective in
seeking a just and peaceful solution to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. This is the greatest dividend our
shareholders could offer to Palestine and Israel.

Photo: Bi’lin protests against CRH, 30/4/2010
Haitham Al Katib. www.bilin-village.org

Every Friday afternoon residents of the West Bank
village of Bil'in, along with Israeli and International
activists stage a non-violent protest against the
construction of the Wall on their land.
th,

The April 30 2010 demonstration again focused on
the role CRH plays in the building of the Wall.
Palestinians led the demonstration - carrying
placards calling on CRH to divest from its Israeli
cement subsidiary - to the spot where 31-year-old
Bil'in resident Bassem Abu Rahmah was killed by
the Israeli military last year.
At this spot, Mr. Iyad Burnat, coordinator of the Bil'in
Popular Committee, addressed CRH directly saying:
"You are complicit in the murder and killing of
my friend Bassem, and all the other non-violent
activists that have been killed and injured for
resisting this horrendous wall, this crime
against humanity. CRH, you are directly
complicit, and therefore I, as a Palestinian, am
asking the Irish people to join the Ireland
Palestine Solidarity Campaign, and get involved
in the divestment campaign against CRH. This
complicity must end”.

Photo: A Palestinian man surveys the land stolen by
illegal settlements and by the illegal Wall, just
outside the village of B’ilin, near Ramallah. (Hilary
Minch)
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This ‘Alternative’ CRH Annual Report 2009 has been prepared by the
Ireland-Palestine Solidarity Campaign.
The aim of this campaign is to convince CRH to cease its involvement with the illegal occupation and
oppression of the Palestinian people by divesting from the Mashav Group, an Israeli construction
company.
This campaign will:

•

raise public awareness about the effect of the illegal occupation of
Palestine and its impact on the Palestinian people, and

•

encourage Irish state, financial, educational and church organisations to
put pressure on Israel to end discrimination against the Palestinian people
and bring an end to the ongoing expulsion from their homes and land, and

•

demand that CRH support and respect the protection of internationally
proclaimed human rights within their sphere of influence and make sure
they are not complicit in human rights abuses by divesting from Mashav
and its operations in the occupied territories of Palestine.

For more information, go to: www.ipsc.ie/crhdivest
Ireland Palestine Solidarity Campaign
May, 2010

Palestinian Loss of Land 1946 to 2009
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